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ABSTRACT
The Guiding Principles on Human Rights Impact Assessments of
Economic Reforms envision a policymaking process based on
sound empirical evidence, so that the proportionality and
legitimacy of reforms can be ‘properly’ assessed. Implicit in this
vision is that methodological tools from economics should be
drawn on, and adapted, to project or assess human rights impact.
This article argues that biases inherent to these tools must be fully
understood and addressed in order to meaningfully assess the
human rights impacts of economic policy choices. First, it reviews
relevant literature on human rights impact assessment, to give
context to some of the methodological issues raised in the
Guiding Principles. It then interrogates the claim that impact
assessments can advance evidence-based policymaking,
unpacking this idea with reference to a frame for advancing a
more ‘politically informed’ approach to understanding evidentiary
bias. Second, it explores bias in neoclassical economics. It does
this by unpacking dominant styles of reasoning and policy
devices, concluding that meaningful assessment of rights
realisation does not easily fit within this cognitive infrastructure.
Finally, it outlines a number of strategies that would help
advocates of human rights impact assessments to better navigate
the politics of evidence and contest economic orthodoxies.
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It must, of course, be admitted straightaway that moral rights or freedom are not, in fact, con-
cepts for which modern economics has much time. In fact, in economic analysis rights are seen
typically as purely legal entities with instrumental use rather than any intrinsic value. –
Amartya Sen1

Introduction

The Guiding Principles on Human Rights Impact Assessments of Economic Reforms reflect
an ideal type of economic policymaking. They paint an aspirational picture of a process
that can ‘democratise’ the economic policy arena by providing a ‘clear and specific frame-
work and process’ for generating ‘empirical evidence’. This, in turn, can generate public
debate on how the ‘proportionality and legitimacy’ of economic reforms should be
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‘properly’ assessed.2 Implicit and explicit in the Guiding Principles is a call that human
rights impact assessments incorporate ‘well developed approaches’ from the field of econ-
omics.3 These approaches will be particularly relevant for ex ante assessments to predict
the future consequences of a proposed policy and ‘thereby provide the opportunity to
improve it – or abandon it – before it is adopted and implemented’.4

Our central argument is that the ability of the Guiding Principles to be successfully
deployed towards achieving these objectives is constrained by inherited limitations –
from both the field of human rights impact assessments and from the field of economics.
These limitations are likely to be exacerbated when the two fields are brought together,
given the dominance of economics across a range of public policy areas – including
those addressed by the Guiding Principles. As Richard Boele and Christine Crispin high-
light, if an established discipline dominates a new area of practice, like human rights
impact assessments, then ‘it is more likely that their established methodologies and
norms will have the greatest influence’ on the direction such assessments take.5

The way that evidentiary challenges are addressed in the emerging field of human rights
impact assessments pays limited attention to the political dynamics at play in shaping the
methodologies throughwhich evidence is created, selected and interpreted.TheGuidingPrin-
ciples do stress the importance of utilising ‘a wide range of economic theory and evidence,
expressed in language accessible to the public’ and employing ‘a diverse range of both quanti-
tively and qualitative data’.6 These injunctions are fully supported. Nevertheless, as described
further below, ‘mainstream’ approaches to economic analysis narrow the range of theory, evi-
dence and data considered ‘scientifically’ suitable – at times subtly so. Without a more politi-
cally informed perspective on evidence, there is a risk that impact assessments carried out in
line with the Guiding Principles will be limited in their capacity to ‘alter or subvert’ powerful
interests, as Jeremy Perelman cautions; such assessments may ‘operate as process-oriented
breaks on a largely unchanged, if chastened approach’,7 in this case, to economic reform.

As governments around the world scramble to respond to the economic fallout of
COVID-19, contesting powerful interests could not be more urgent. There is considerable
uncertainty about what the economic landscape will look like when we emerge from the
pandemic. On the one hand, this presents an important opening for challenging economic
orthodoxies. As the world faces the worst recession since the Great Depression, govern-
ments are debating large scale stimulus packages to provide unprecedented support to
households and businesses. On the other, a short-term surge in spending – while vital –
could lead to an even greater concentration of wealth. How packages are designed –
and the values and priorities that underpin them – will determine how rights fair in
post COVID-19 economies.

Part one of the article begins by reviewing relevant literature on human rights impact
assessment, to give context to some of the methodological issues raised in the Guiding
Principles. It then interrogates the claim that impact assessments can advance evidence-
based policymaking, unpacking this idea with reference to a frame for advancing a
more ‘politically informed’ approach to understanding evidentiary bias, which differen-
tiates between issue bias and technical bias. Part two explores technical bias in neoclassical
economics. It does this by unpacking dominant styles of reasoning and policy devices, con-
cluding that meaningful assessment of rights realisation does not easily fit within this cog-
nitive infrastructure. Part three outlines a number of strategies that would help advocates
of human rights impact assessments to better navigate the politics of evidence, as well as
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take advantage of the space for contesting economic orthodoxies opened up by the
imperative to audit economic reforms according to human rights standards.

The Guiding Principles, human rights impact assessments and the politics
of evidence-based policymaking

The Guiding Principles extend the emerging field of human rights impact assessments to
address economic reforms. This is an important step in terms of insisting that govern-
ments consider the implications of economic policy decisions for the rights of ordinary
people. The Guiding Principles do this in an effort to shift the political dynamics
around fiscal consolidation measures. Juan Pablo Bohoslavsky, who led the development
of the Guiding Principles in his capacity as the United Nations Independent Expert on the
effects of foreign debt on human rights, explains in an interview:8

Austerity policies are often justified by an overly simplified or misleading diagnosis… Policy
decisions are frequently taken without sufficient consideration of less harmful policy options
and reliable analysis of foreseeable outcomes… Those who typically shoulder a dispropor-
tionate part of the cost of adjustments are the most disadvantaged groups who have marginal
voice and political power, which makes their situation and the impact on their rights
invisible.

This section focuses on how the Guiding Principles are constrained in achieving these
objectives by inherited limitations in terms of how human rights impact assessments
understand evidence-based policymaking.

Nora Götzmann provides a helpful grouping of literature on human rights impact
assessments. This includes scholarly literature that identifies and elaborates the ‘essential
or original elements’ of human rights impact assessment that distinguish it from other
types of impact assessment; a broader body of literature on human rights-based
approaches, against which these elements can be mapped; normative guidance from
United Nations bodies, which, we would argue, is the category where the Guiding Prin-
ciples fits; practical ‘how to’ guidance that outlines the stages or steps of human rights
impact assessment; and actual examples of human rights impact assessments, as well as
the scholarly literature reflecting on them.9 To those categories we could add a sixth: lit-
erature that elaborates on the purpose of human rights impact assessment and seeks to
‘make the case’ in terms of what it can achieve and how it can benefit policymaking.10

A brief review of the literature covered in these categories reveals a strong focus on
setting out the ‘ideal type’ of assessment. As Paul Cairney points out, setting out an
ideal type can serve an analytical, as well as an aspirational, purpose. It ‘helps us
compare an artificial situation with the real world’, in order to ‘better explain reality’.11

This, in turn, also allows us to assess how the ideal type is likely to be affected when
applied in the world as it is. However, and notably from the perspective of this article,
this last element has not featured in existing literature on human rights impact assessment.

While there is recognition of the gap between the ideal type of impact assessment and
the reality of their application in practice, the reason for that gap remains largely unex-
plored. Implied in much of the literature, is that what is needed to move closer to the
ideal is a better understanding of, and increased capacity to address, the methodological
challenges of human rights impact assessments. In arguing this, the authors remove
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human rights impact assessments from a political context and pose their weaknesses as
simply methodological and not political. SimonWalker advocates for ‘greater professiona-
lization’ of human rights impact assessments, for example.12 The World Bank concludes
that more work is needed to ‘enhance the quality’ of human rights impact assessments.
James Harrison makes this argument more explicitly, warning that the nomenclature of
human rights impact assessment ‘will lose its status as representing a robust evidence-
based process’ without ‘shared normative understandings’ of what that process ‘should’
involve.13

This suggests an overconfidence in the ideal type. It results in limited interrogation of
the gap between the ideal and real world, as well as the implications of this for the effec-
tiveness of human rights impact assessments. Two underexplored areas in the literature
are worth noting, in particular. First, methodological challenges are only partially
addressed. Second, the links between methodological challenges and political challenges
are not made. There appears to be limited recognition that methodology is itself political,
which forecloses interrogation of the political dynamics at play in shaping methodology.
This is critical, because it is these dynamics that so often challenge the ideal.

In terms of methodological challenges, the difficulty of identifying appropriate quanti-
tative and qualitative indicators is commonly highlighted. Scholars and practitioners
‘unanimously agree’ on the importance of using indicators in human rights impact assess-
ment.14 Reasons for this include that they ‘heighten the objectivity and thus credibility of
any assessment’.15 They can also serve to ‘make casual connections’ between the policy
assessed and the enjoyment of human rights.16

Selecting indicators for human rights impact assessment is a complex task that requires
careful thought. However, there is little detail in either the Guiding Principles or the
broader literature about how this should be done in practice. The Guiding Principles
stress that that indicators used should provide information ‘disaggregated by gender, dis-
ability, age group, region, ethnicity, income segment and any other grounds considered
relevant, based on a contextual, country-level identification of groups at risk of margina-
lization’. They also suggest that the indicators included in the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) ‘could serve as a source of useful complementary information to those
working in a human rights impact assessment context’ (emphasis added).17 The literature
stresses that indicators should be ‘verifiable’, ‘specific’, and ‘relevant’.18 What these qua-
lifiers mean, particularly the last, is contestable.

A further methodological challenge is that of collecting and analysing data on selected
indicators. The Guiding Principles note that assessment standards ‘need to be adaptable to
potentially different levels of data availability and overall capacity’ and calls on govern-
ments to build strong information systems during ‘good times’ so that they are equipped
for human rights impact assessments when necessary.19 While cooperation between
national statistical offices and human rights actors appears to be growing in in the
context of measuring progress on the SDGs, there is still a long way to go to agree on con-
cepts, definitions and methodologies.20

Unsurprisingly, then, many of the human rights impact assessments examined in the
literature have focused almost exclusively on the use of qualitative indicators. Some
have even reconceptualised indicators as ‘key questions’ regarding human rights con-
ditions, developing checklists of varying scope and focus.21 However, the ability of such
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approaches to provide information persuasive to economic policymakers is limited. Sys-
tematising thinking on what quantitative indicators will be relevant is therefore critical.22

Harrison places these methodological challenges within ‘broader worries’ about exer-
cises in human rights measurement.23

For instance, do we have sufficiently sophisticated methodologies for meaningful evaluation
to be possible? Will the measurement of human rights privilege simple answers to straight-
forward questions over more complex and long-term problems and solutions? Will human
rights maintain their transformational potential when utilized in technical measurement
exercises?

He concludes that much of these concerns refer primarily to inwardly-focused evaluation
(i.e. assessments of projects specifically aimed at promoting human rights). For the most
part, he fails to consider its implications for outwardly-focused assessments (i.e. assess-
ments of policies and practice in other fields). This reflects a general weakness across
the categories of literature identified above in terms of how the wider policymaking
context in which a human rights impact assessment is being designed and implemented
affects its methodology.

Second, the links between methodological challenges and political challenges are gen-
erally not elaborated in the literature reviewed. Political ‘pre-conditioning’ is a ‘perennial
problem’ affecting practice of impact assessment because it restricts the scope of policies
and their impacts to be reviewed, notes the Center for Economic and Social Rights.24 This
problem has significant methodological implications, as well. However, these implications
get little attention, beyond cautioning against the most extreme cases where the process is
purposely ‘manipulated’ to result in particular findings.25

Two examples reveal how politics is embedded in methodologies for defining indicators
and collecting data – beyond the kind of extreme cases of purposeful manipulation flagged
above. The first is introduction of an ‘improved’ methodology for counting hunger, intro-
duced by the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization at the end of 2012. As
Jason Hickel explains, the effect of the change was that calorie thresholds ‘were adjusted
downwards significantly’. This, he argues, allowed for a ‘good news narrative’ about pro-
gress on the Millennium Development Goals.26 The second example is the politically-
motivated failure to collect data on particular individuals and groups, which Alex
Cobham terms the ‘uncounted’. 27 This takes two main forms. Those at the bottom of
income and wealth distributions are absent from statistics that underpin political rep-
resentation and also inform policy prioritisation, and those at the top of distributions
are further empowered by being able to hide income and wealth from taxation and regu-
lation. This means that ‘the uncounted at the bottom are excluded’ and ‘the uncounted at
the top are escaping’. Cobham’s conclusions make explicit what remains implicit in the
Guiding Principles: improving data collection is not just a matter of dealing with technical
difficulties facing government information systems. Rather, a ‘radical and deeply political
challenge to the power structures that lie behind the uncounted’ is essential.28

Another area where politics and methodology intersect is in how the findings of an
assessment influence policy decisions. The Guiding Principles stress, multiple times, that
human rights impact assessment contributes to evidence-based policymaking.29 As
Bond and Pope highlight, the theory underpinning impact assessments reflects an ‘infor-
mation provision model’, which assumes ‘better information leads to better decisions’.
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However, this is a poor representation of how decision-making actually works, they
argue.30 Even an ‘optimized’ methodology ‘will fall short of hard science and significant
further effort is likely to be required to persuade decision-makers to change policy’.31

Nevertheless, there is little systemic inquiry into how human rights impact assessment
processes interact with policymaking processes.

These two gaps in the human rights impact assessment literature – an insufficient grap-
pling with methodological challenges and the absence of a recognition of the political
nature of methodologies employed in human rights impact assessments – have corollaries
in the broader literature on evidence-based policy making. The assumption underpinning
calls for ‘evidence-based’ policymaking is that there is a gap between research and policy
and that this gap can be bridged by addressing barriers to ‘knowledge transfer’ between
researchers and policymakers. This has ‘given rise to a veritable cottage industry of
work’ dedicated to knowledge transfer, in order to increase the use of evidence in policy-
making, argues Justin Parkhurst.32 This focus on scientific evidence (i.e. evidence arising
from research) suggest a fairly narrow view of what should inform policymaking and a
fairly simplistic understanding of how evidence is ‘used’.33

To advance the debate among supporters and critics of evidence-based policymaking,
Parkhurst advocates for a more ‘politically informed’ perspective on the use of evidence in
policymaking. This perspective stresses that policies typically involve multiple competing
social values and concerns and there can be different evidence bases relevant to each one.34

Recognising this, two potential types of evidentiary bias can be identified. The first is ‘issue
bias’, which he argues ‘reflects the ways in which the invocation of particular forms of evi-
dence can obscure the political nature of decisions’. It arises through practice or norms
that routinely privilege certain types of evidence in a way that marginalises particular
social concerns; this can be understood ‘as an exercise in political power’. The second is
‘technical bias’, which he defines as the ‘problematic use of evidence from the perspective
of scientific best practice’.35 Both types of biases can occur in the creation, selection and
interpretation of evidence. Parkhurst also distinguishes between the ‘overt’ and ‘subtle’
politicisation of evidence. The former refers to deliberate strategies taken in pursuit of pol-
itical interests, whereas subtle politicisation refers to cognitive mental processes or simpli-
fying heuristics linked to existing values or beliefs.

These distinctions offer a useful lens for examining the potential of the Guiding Prin-
ciples to advance evidence-based policymaking. To an extent, the Guiding Principle’s
raison d’être is overcoming overt issue bias in that they demand consideration of evidence
on social concerns that have been traditionally marginalised in economic policy decisions.
The applicable human rights standards set out in Part III of the Guiding Principlesmake a
compelling case for widening the set of concerns take into account – from narrow under-
standings of growth, debt sustainability, or financial stability, to concerns for the human
rights impact of different policy choices. Principle 18 states this explicitly:36

Throughout the policy cycle, economic reform programmes should be evaluated in accord-
ance with whether they have ensured a fair and equitable distribution of social adjustment
burdens, and not only whether they have reduced budget deficits and restored debt sustain-
ability or economic growth.

The Guiding Principles also address the issue of technical bias, but to a much lesser degree.
Principle 20, for example, calls for ‘a diverse range of both quantitative and qualitative
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data’ to be used in such an evaluation. But unless impact assessments are undertaken with
a strong appreciation of how technical bias shapes such data, their capacity to meaning-
fully influence policy making in the economic arena will be undermined. This is particu-
larly the case given that the Guiding Principles presume a role for economic methodologies
in assessing human rights impact of economic reforms; these, we argue, are riddled with
technical biases – both overt and subtle.

The politics of evidence in the context of economic policymaking

Assessing the human rights impact of economic reforms in a way that can influence policy
decisions necessitates engagement with economic methodologies – and the overt and
subtle technical biases embedded in them. In the case of mainstream or ‘orthodox’ econ-
omics, these biases are pronounced. In fact, they are so pronounced, we argue, they may
skew the objectives of an assessment back to a narrower and more traditional range of con-
cerns, which would end up reinforcing issue biases that the Guiding Principles seek to
move away from. This section explains how economics and economists have come to
play a prominent, and often dominant, role in policymaking and introduces a frame for
unpacking how technical bias plays out in the context of economic policymaking. Key
methodological elements of neoclassical economics are then explained using this frame.

While economics is not homogenous, particular schools of thought have come to dom-
inate economic theory, teaching and practice. The mainstream of economics today is
underpinned by the neoclassical school of thought, although it has partially incorporated
(some argue bastardised) other schools, most notably Keynesian economics. This theoreti-
cal basis has, to varying degrees, underpinned free-market economic reforms. As James
Curtis notes, following a series of interviews with Ha-Joon Chang,37 Radhika Balakrish-
nan,38 and Margaret Summers,39 ‘for the last three decades this body of theory has domi-
nated the economic field, while this field has in turn dominated society; systematically
privileging markets, finance and abstruse mathematical conceptions of human life over
social values of solidarity, distributive justice, substantive equity and democracy’.40

There is a substantial body of mostly sociological literature concerned with the ‘increas-
ing authority granted to economists’ in debates about how to organise economies and
societies.41 Daniel Hirschman and Elizabeth Popp Berman describe how economics has
come to shape the ‘cognitive infrastructure’ of policymaking, for example. They identify
two ways through which this occurs. The first is through spreading an economic style of
reasoning. That is, by teaching policymakers to think about problems as economists do.
The second is by helping them establish economic policy devices. These are the sociotech-
nical tools that allow policymakers to see the world in certain ways (like GDP, or the
unemployment rate) or that assist them in making decisions (like cost–benefit analysis).42

In other words, through the spread of ideas and the spread of tools, economics reshapes
how non-economists understand an issue – what others have referred to as ‘economics
imperialism’.43

This framing casts new light on Parkhurst’s idea of technical bias, highlighting how it
plays out in the context of economic policymaking. Indeed, a classic example of subtle
technical bias shared by Parkhurst is a popular case study from the early 1990s. The
study compared original data sources to a World Bank assessment of Lesotho’s
economy. It concluded that mistakes made by the Bank’s analysts in their assessment
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‘were always of a particular kind’, which reflected ‘a stereotypical idea of a ‘less developed’
country’ and ‘fit within the World Bank’s existing models’ of African development.44

Given their influence on how reforms are understood and analysed, economic styles of
reasoning and policy devices must be addressed by those advancing human rights impact
assessments. As discussed further below, both have particular assumptions embedded
within them about how economies work, which, once they solidify, tend to obscure
their own partiality. Further, both styles of reasoning and policy devices ‘restructure the
political relations around them’,45 circumscribing what are seen as legitimate ways of eval-
uating economic policies. Assessments of the impact of a particular economic reform will
be influenced by these realities.

Economic styles of reasoning – welfare, utility and efficiency

The bedrock of mainstream economic reasoning is homo economicus. This concept
describes the individual who, behaving rationally, seeks to maximises his ‘utility’ given
the constraints he faces.46 This entails a commitment to methodological individualism
and to rationality. Only the preferences of the individual matter and the individual antici-
pates the consequences of all his possible actions, makes internally consistent choices, and
maximises self-interest. Within this paradigm, the atomistic individual is socially disem-
bedded, described without reference to social characteristics, relations, or how personal
preferences may be shaped by society.47

On the collective level, mainstream economics evaluates economic decisions by refer-
ence to human ‘welfare’. The most prevalent notion is that welfare is maximised by reach-
ing a ‘situation in which no one can be made better off without making anyone else worse
off – irrespective of who would be affected or to what extent’.48 This is known as a state of
‘Pareto efficiency’ or ‘Pareto optimality’. This means that welfare is maximised by making
people ‘better off’without causing harm to anyone else in the process. The most immediate
problem with this is that finding a common measure of ‘better off’ or ‘worse off’, across a
disembedded set of individuals, is a ‘prerequisite to coherent policy assessment’.49

The ‘solution’ to this measurement problem is to equate welfare with ‘utility’. Within
neoclassical economics, utility has been distanced from its original usage as a measure
of satisfaction or pleasure. Now, utility is linked to individual preferences and is maxi-
mised when individual preferences are satisfied.50 However, determining preferences is
also difficult, as is judging their relative intensity. Economists could, in theory, rely on
some form of survey data in which individuals report their preferences. Instead, they
have opted to equate preferences with ‘revealed preferences’. In other words, simply the
choices that individuals make in reality (to the extent that these can be systematically
measured). This proxy for welfare is three steps removed from the original concept:51

Welfare ⇔ utility ⇔ preferences ⇔ choices

This string of assumptions is riddled with problems and does not provide any viable
measures for comparing the actual welfare effects of policies on different individuals.
What results is ‘nothing more than an ordinal ranking of each individual’s preferences’,52

which are exogenously given and unrelated to the social environment within which the
individual is embedded.53 Further, it does not account for the fact that such preferences
can be based on imperfect information or cognitive limitations, and may themselves
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have been shaped by existing public policy, changed over time, or be in conflict with one
another.54 In response to this, it is sometimes argued that policies should maximise ‘actual’
welfare of individuals, rather than their revealed choices. In this case, actual preferences
means those that are ‘rational’, ‘self-interested’, and ‘well-informed’.55 This does not
solve the problem of determining these. Further, it embeds normative assumptions into
what actual preferences are, or should be.

Returning to the definition of Pareto efficiency – a situation that is ‘optimal’ because no
one can be made better off without making anyone else worse off – we spot other pro-
blems. In particular, Pareto efficiency assumes distributional neutrality – maintaining or
increasing utility matters, not its distribution.56 A policy in which the wealthy are made
worse off through high taxation but the poor better off through public spending would
not be a ‘Pareto improvement’. Equity is therefore portrayed as a trade-off with efficiency.

This alleged trade-off features regularly in assessments of economic reforms. The IMF,
for example, notes that the ‘conventional belief’ has been ‘that taxing income entails a
higher welfare (efficiency) cost than taxing consumption’,57 despite the fact that consump-
tion taxes make tax systems less progressive. That is, it shifts a greater share of taxation
onto poor and low-income earners. This approach reinforces the status quo distribution
of resources, irrespective of actual efficiency,58 not to mention equity, in the real word.
Further, an economic reform that made some worse off would not be Pareto efficient,
even if the policy leads to the economy expanding in a way that its capacity to satisfy pre-
ferences increased; that is, if it made the ‘pie’ larger.59

In an attempt to overcome this narrowness, welfare economists argue that a Pareto
improvement would still occur if it was possible for the ‘winners’ to compensate the
‘losers’ in a way that left the losers no worse off than at the outset, and the winners
better off.60 This allows one to argue that welfare can be enhanced by pursuing a situation
of maximising total utility.61 This is the theoretical basis of widely used cost–benefit
analysis.62

But, a focus on total utility ignores distribution even further. First, how an individual’s
relative position in society affects their preferences is not considered. It is irrelevant
whether the worse off are the wealthiest or the poorest. As Amartya Sen notes:

The utility calculus can be deeply unfair to those who are persistently deprived […] The
deprived people tend to come to terms with their deprivation because of sheer necessity of
survival, and they may, as a result, lack the courage to demand any radical change, and
may even adjust their desires and expectations to what they unambitiously see as feasible.
The mental metric of pleasure or desire is just too malleable to be a firm guide to deprivation
and disadvantage.63

Second, there is no imperative that compensation actually occur. This means that a policy
is a Pareto improvement if it is possible for the winners to sufficiently compensate the
losers.

These understandings of welfare feature in how economics understands desired states
of the economy. In general, economics aims for situations of ‘equilibrium’. A classic depic-
tion of supply and demand in economics would show that when the price goes up for fish,
the demand falls (and vice versa). The point at which demand equals supply is the ‘equili-
brium’. This is an example of ‘partial equilibrium’ analysis, as it refers to only one market:
the market for fish. ‘General equilibrium’ analysis refers to attempts to depict the economy
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as a whole, to establish points – equilibria – at which supply and demand balance in all
markets. This informs how economists think of optimal economic conditions.

In general equilibrium theory, the first and second ‘fundamental theorems of welfare
economics’ state, respectively, that market equilibria are Pareto efficient and that there
are a set of market prices at which every Pareto efficient allocation of resources is also
in equilibrium. Under these assumptions, markets are de facto efficient and, given some
redistribution of initial resources, the market can be left alone to do its work. Any insuffi-
ciencies that arise are not due to the market system, but to market failures or imperfec-
tions. The manner in which this theoretical position underpins structural adjustment
programmes and the Washington Consensus – policy prescripts that present the
market as a paragon of efficiency – is clear in the Lesotho example above.

These theorems rely on highly restrictive – even patently absurd – assumptions. These
include, but are not limited to: perfectly competitive markets with no externalities (all
economic costs, even things like pollution, are reflected in prices); no economies of
scales (products don’t get cheaper the more of them that are produced); preferences
taken as fixed; no uncertainty; and goods exchanged directly, with no role for money.64

Even accepting these assumptions, the volumes of ink that has been spilled by neoclassical
economists has failed to mathematically prove the existence, uniqueness or stability of
such equilibria.65 This indicates how, while economics’ legitimacy rests of its claims of
scientific rigour, it is, in the words of Somers ‘a radically anti-empirical project’, which
‘expresses itself as a disdain for the epistemic validity of dis-confirming evidence’.66

What matters most is whether the theory – or policy assessment – conforms to predeter-
mined theoretical premises and views of the economy.

The consequence is that these styles of reasoning have embedded a pro-market bias that
may run counter to rights claims. Humans are conceptualised as competing, selfish, indi-
viduals – with competition the expression of individuals pursuing their own interests. Per-
fectly competitive markets are therefore considered ‘good’ institutions because the
outcomes of interactions therein are Pareto efficient.67 Adherence to these mainstream
economic approaches therefore implies that prioritising human rights could reduce,
rather than enhance, welfare.68 This is because doing so would demand policies that inter-
fere with market operations and are therefore likely to introduce inefficiencies.

These theoretical premises shape mainstream economics’ a priori outlook on policy
choices and therefore how mainstream economists would assess the impact of particular
economic reforms. Take for example, an assessment of whether a government should
directly provide healthcare or provide a cash transfer with which healthcare can be pur-
chased. Standard economic practice would present this choice as a trade-off between
the quantity of healthcare, and the quantity of everything else that an individual would
be able to purchase given a particular budget. The direct provision of healthcare would
relieve some constraint on her budget, but, on the basis of standard utility calculations
(using ‘indifference curves’), the cash payment satisfies her preferences ‘at least as well
as the in-kind health-care benefit, and will typically satisfy her preferences better’.
Further, the cash payment is regarded as Pareto superior, because, within this framework,
it is shown that ‘no one will prefer the in-kind provision and many will prefer the cash
payment’.69 Daniel Hausman and Michael McPherson note:
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Although the value of freedom lurks within the standard argument for cash benefits, the
argument remains within the terms set by orthodox economic theory. There is no
mention of needs, of the presuppositions of individual dignity, of opportunity, of rights,
or of fairness. There is no concern with the moral reasons that make individuals willing to
pay taxes to provide such benefits.70

Economic policy devices – seeing and taking decisions in the economic world

Economic styles of reasoning have shaped commonly used policy devices – both for per-
ceiving the world and for making decisions. The dominant economic perception of the
world is one which reduces social and economic reality to a series of numbers and uses
mathematical formulas to make decisions. Incorporating these devices helps assess the
economic reforms discussed in the Guiding Principles. But, if these policy devices are
reliant on unsustainable assumptions, then, in the words of Parkhust, they may result
in ‘problematic use of evidence from the perspective of scientific best practice’,71 that is,
a technical bias.

While numbers and mathematical formulas can be of value, in many instances, they
have become an end in itself. As Paul Krugman contended, in the wake of the 2007/8
global financial crisis, ‘the economics profession went astray because economists, as a
group, mistook beauty, clad in impressive-looking mathematics, for truth’.72 This has
been aptly labelled by Ben Fine and Dimitris Milonakis as ‘the triumph of form over sub-
stance’.73 Unfortunately, as Sen notes, such a narrow basis of analysis has considerably
undermined the predictive power of economics.74 This results, as we see below, in
policy devices producing predictions out of sync with empirical reality.

In mainstream economics, mathematical formulae which result from the styles of
reasoning discussed above, regularly produce pro-market, pro-business, or pro-elite
policy recommendations, irrespective of historical evidence to the contrary. Examples
include: the so-called Laffer Curve, which purports to demonstrate that cuts in tax rates
will increase overall revenue; the ‘natural rate of unemployment’ literature, which supports
contractionary monetary policy when unemployment becomes ‘too low’; and the ‘efficient
market hypothesis’, which posits that asset prices reflect all available information. While
the latter hypothesis is both untested and untestable, it is part of the reason why main-
stream economic models not only failed to predict the 2007/8 global financial crisis but
considered it to be a priori impossible.

Devices for making decisions would also need to be deployed to assess economic
reforms. One we have already mentioned is cost–benefit analysis. This is a widely used
policy device. It gives preference to policies with the lowest cost–benefit ratio (those
that that minimise costs and maximise benefits) because these would be regarded as a
Pareto improving. The US government, for example, requires a cost–benefit analysis to
be conducted when it issues regulations over product safety or environmental protection.
Introducing a rights-based lens to this device conflicts with its basic assumptions. As Irene
van Staveren notes, ‘even if cost–benefit analysis is applied at the aggregate level, including
a wide variety of social costs and benefits for a large group of people, its outcome may have
very unequal distributional effects […] A net benefit accruing to one group may jeopardize
human rights […] for another group’.75 Hausman and McPherson note poignantly that
economists ‘have managed to salvage a practical method of evaluation – cost–benefit
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analysis – but it rests on shaky foundations precisely because the fundamental evaluative
apparatus of contemporary normative economics is so narrow’.76

Turning back to the Guiding Principles, a particular policy device proposed therein is
economic modelling.77 Macroeconomic models are particularly relevant to the policy con-
cerns of the Guiding Principles. These are essentially a series of mathematical equations
representing relationships within the economy. To model the impact of economic
reforms you change one variable (e.g. level of wages) and watch how this impacts the
other variables in the model (e.g. employment levels). The Guiding Principles’ encourage-
ment to make use of such models reflects the broader literature on human rights impact
assessments, which encourages the use of predictive modelling and other forms of econo-
metric analysis in ex ante assessments. It does this because these methods ‘can provide
important information towards determining the direction of change of human rights in
a particular country’,78 which, in turn, takes the debate further ‘in a more empirical
way’.79 Despite the Guiding Principles urging that ‘contingencies in the use of quantitative
models are recognized and, if possible, avoided’,80 and other commentators cautioning
that ‘it is essential to bear in mind the underlying assumptions and heuristic limitations
of the models used’,81 these assumptions and limitations remain unexplored within the
Guiding Principles and broader literature.

The use of these models has important consequences for assessing the human rights
impact of economic policy reforms. A recent example from South Africa illustrates this.
The predictions of such models played a prominent role in debate over whether to
move from a system of sectorally-differentiated minimum wages (i.e. different
minimum wages in agriculture, retail, mining, clothing, domestic work, etc.) to a
unitary national minimum wage. During this debate, which raged between 2015 and
2018, the South African National Treasury made use of a Computable General Equili-
brium (CGE) model to estimate the impact of implementing this policy at different
wage levels. This type of model, together with Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium
(DSGE) models, are the most common macroeconomic modelling tools. They’re used
by National Treasuries; by multilateral institutions, such as the IMF, World Bank, and
OECD; and by central banks world over.82 They rely on some, but not all, of the
general equilibrium theory outlined above.

In practice, like in general equilibrium theory, the mechanisms through which these
models reach equilibria are adjustments in prices; equilibrium for the demand and
supply of fish will only be reached through an adjustment in the price of fish, for
example. Giving price adjustments this role determines how results that the model spits
out are interpreted. The example of wages is instructive. In neoclassical theory, the
implementation of statutory minimum wages lifts the ‘price of labour’ (wages) above its
equilibrium point. This means the demand for labour falls. The results of this in the
model – together with other neoclassical assumptions commonly made – is that a rise
in wages causes a contraction in investment, a fall in GDP, rising unemployment and
general economic deterioration.

This is precisely the prediction South Africa’s National Treasury made. Their CGE
model showed that even minimum wages as low as $90 per month (an amount one-
third below the lowest sectoral minimum wage at the time) would result in significant
job losses and economic deterioration.83 Such dire projections are ubiquitous prior to
the implementation of, or significant increase, in minimum wages.84 This is despite the
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empirical evidence that has amassed over the last three decades showing that the impact of
minimum wages on employment is negligible, and that raising wages can have positive
macroeconomic effects through increasing demand in the economy.85 In the South
African case, this international evidence was marshalled; the architecture of these
models was challenged; and alternative models presented,86 in order to debunk these
claims.87 This latter evidential base prevailed and the national minimum wage was
implemented at a level that would lift wages for approximately 30% of the formal
sector workforce.

Such neoclassical CGEmodels are commonly used in other spheres of policy analysis. A
few examples of the results derived therefrom – particularly relevant to the economic
reforms addressed in the Guiding Principles – are worth highlighting.88 These include
that consumption taxes are less distortionary and more efficient than income taxes or
taxes on capital;89 that fiscal consolidation can have limited growth impacts; that trade lib-
eralisation de facto leads to welfare gains,90 as well as poverty reduction;91 and that struc-
tural adjustment programmes should be beneficial.92 This is a poignant caution that in
mainstream macroeconomic models – underpinned by the assumption of efficient
markets and the potential for Pareto efficient equilibria – it is market adjustments that
are seen as leading to efficient outcomes.

Addressing bias and contesting economic orthodoxies

These neoclassical styles of reasoning and policy devices dominant in mainstream econ-
omics systematically produce technical biases. But they also circumscribe what questions
are asked, answered, and answerable. This may very well skew concerns towards a narrow
range of issues, reinforcing the issue biases that the Guiding Principles try to move away
from.

This is because mainstream economics overwhelmingly views rights as instrumental to
achieving other ends, in particular the maximisation of utility. As Sen argued almost 30
years ago, it is ‘fair to say that the view that rights cannot be intrinsically important is
fairly ingrained in the economic tradition now established’.93 Little has changed. The
realisation of rights is neither seen by mainstream economists as a legitimate outcome
to seek to achieve, nor a motivating factor to human behaviour. For this reason, neoclas-
sical economists either exclude human rights from their analysis or limit their inclusion to
a narrow set of ‘market friendly’ rights.94 Chang goes further and argues that ‘the division
between civil and political rights on the one hand and socio-economic rights on the other
[…] buys into the neoclassical world’.95 Where rights do feature in mainstream econ-
omics, property rights are uncritically centred – predominately as a means to ensure
initial ownership of resources and thereby facilitate market exchange. More substantive
rights may fall foul of being welfare enhancing. This is because ‘[s]ecuring these entitle-
ments is likely to require either increased government expenditures or increased govern-
mental regulation of the economy, measures that generally run counter to the existing
preferences of some portion of the population for lower taxes and limited government’.96

How does deepening understanding of these biases help strengthen human rights
impact assessments of economic reforms? In answering this question, it is useful to
return to Parkhurst. He concludes that having a deeper appreciation of ‘the origins and
manifestations of bias’ makes it ‘more understandable and, indeed, predicable’; this, in
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turn, ‘enables reflection on where to target strategies to reduce or mitigate the bias that is
expected to arise’.97 We argue that biases like those unpacked in the preceding part can
only meaningfully be mitigated if human rights impact assessments are embedded in a
broader project to contest the political and ideological exclusion of human rights in the
economic policy arena in the first place.

Human rights impact assessment should be seen as being about political prioritisation
as much as, if not more than, they are about evidence. In other words, the purpose of econ-
omic reforms must be contested, not just the way in which such reforms are evaluated. The
Guiding Principles do this to an extent, stressing that ‘the economy should serve the
people, not vice versa’ and calling for policy coherence to protect all human rights.98

Impact assessments are presented as the means of achieving policy coherence. But if
impact assessments are approached in a technocratic manner, a danger arises that ‘a fun-
damentally normative debate over social values’ becomes conflated with ‘an evaluation of
evidence’.99 To avoid this, contestation is needed in three areas.

To begin with, how the relationship between human rights and the economy is concep-
tualised needs to be deepened. A number of paragraphs in the Guiding Principles suggest
that human rights may conflict with other economic policy goals.100 As Perelman argues,
this ‘trade-off consciousness’ is problematic because it absorbs human rights into a risk
assessment framework decided upon according to existing priorities, as opposed to inter-
rogating the legitimacy of those priorities.101 To genuinely transcend this consciousness, a
more precise reframing of economic questions in human rights terms and vice versa is
necessary.

Reframing economic questions in human rights terms challenges the manner in which
mainstream economics has attempted to define itself as a ‘neutral science’, devoid of
imprecise and inherently subjective ethical reasoning. This gives us a broader perspective
about the purpose of the economy ‘whereby the market is repositioned as just one insti-
tution among many in society, including a number of others deserving equal or greater
power in many contexts’.102 Similarly, reframing human rights questions in economic
terms, expands the traditionally state-centric lens, to better see the interrelated social pro-
cesses concerned with the generation and distribution of resources that facilitates the
fulfilment of rights.

This expanded perspective on the economy and on human rights calls for interdisci-
plinary methodologies that can generate evidence, which, in turn, should be judged on
its ‘appropriateness’, rather than relying on hierarchies of evidentiary ‘quality’.103 This
approach recognises that evidence can be constructed in a number of different ways
that would be considered technically valid. The Guiding Principles endorses this kind of
methodological pluralism – noting the need for ‘a diverse range of both quantitative
and qualitative data’ as well as ‘a wide range of economic theory and evidence’.104

As discussed above in part one, however, what constitutes ‘relevant’ evidence for asses-
sing the human rights impact of economic reform has yet to be systematised. Caution is
necessary when drawing on mainstream economic theory, economic tools, and econom-
ists themselves for such systematisation. Economic knowledge production ‘is organized
according to a clearly perceived hierarchy’, of which neoclassical styles of reasoning and
policy devices sit at the top.105 Efforts to ‘professionalise’ assessment through more ‘rigor-
ous’ methodology risk reinforcing this hierarchy if they rely on particular policy devices
because they are considered influential. As Hirschman and Berman explain, as policy
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devices solidify, the political choices in them get hidden.106 For example, a number of
human rights treaty bodies have adopted the official development assistance target of
0.7 percent of GDP as a benchmark to define the obligation of international assistance.
This target is a political commitment from the 1970s that has been reaffirmed in sub-
sequent international declarations. However, how that figure is calculated continues to
be controversial.107

The manner in which various heterodox, alternative, or non-mainstream schools of
thought, such as, post-Keynesian, Marxist, and feminist, have come to see rights as
instructive and beneficial to economic theory shows what disrupting evidentiary hierar-
chies and working across disciplines can look like. Some within these schools have
come to recognise the relevance and importance of the positive obligations that rights –
especially socioeconomic rights – place on states and markets.108 These are the schools
of thought that, as Chang notes, have ‘the greatest affinity to progressive human rights
lawyers’ as they ‘see the individual as a product of society, rather than something that
fell from the sky in a complete form’.109 As Balakrishnan notes, ‘the norms and standards
of human rights offer heterodox economists a widely accepted ethical language in which to
pose economic questions without reducing them to simple questions of economic
calculus’.110

A promising example of working across disciplines is research commissioned by the
Equality and Human Rights Commission in the United Kingdom, which assessed the
cumulative distributional impacts of tax and spending decisions on people sharing
different characteristics protected under the Commission’s mandate. The research used
relative income poverty measures and the Minimum Income Standard as proxy indicators
to examine the impact of government policy on the right to an adequate standard of living.
It also used a microsimulation tool called the tax-transfer model (TTM) to simulate
changes in disposable income after a series of policy changes affecting taxation and
social security transfers have been considered. Importantly, this produced results at the
individual level, which enabled a more detailed focus on gendered impacts of these
changes. The modelling revealed that changes have a disproportionately negative
impact on several protected groups, including disabled people, certain ethnic groups,
and women.111

Finally, it is important to understand the institutions through which competing inter-
ests, as well as competing evidence, are mediated in the economic policy arena. The
Guiding Principles call for the ‘engagement of affected communities’ in conducting assess-
ments, as well as for ‘genuine public debate’ in the consideration of policy options, facili-
tated through the dissemination of evidence ‘expressed in language accessible to the
public’.112 Achieving this would necessitate a major shift in the status quo of ‘policy advi-
sory systems’, meaning the networks of actors and organisations ‘that provide decision-
makers with policy advice’.113

Economists often play a central role in such networks – becoming policymakers them-
selves, staffing international financial institutions, and providing policy advice from think
tanks or consultancy firms. The construction of such systems as ‘ostensibly depoliticized’
has been an important channel for sustaining ‘the rise of economic knowledge to power
around the world’.114 As Dena Freeman argues, this move to de-politicise policymaking
has been accompanied by an emphasis on the constitutional component of democracy
– ensuring appropriate checks and balances across institutions and role for courts. But
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the popular component – namely accountability to the people – has been de-emphasised.
Economic policy decisions are increasingly made in multi-stakeholder networks, in which
government officials participate alongside representatives from the private sector and civil
society.115 Power asymmetries in such networks are immense. While it is important to see
impact assessments as one tool that can be leveraged to address such asymmetries, comp-
lementary efforts will also be needed.

A joint assessment on the impact of potential electricity price rises on children’s rights in
Bosnia and Herzegovina led by UNICEF in 2007 – often cited as good practice – is a good
example of the way power asymmetries affect the success of a human rights impact assess-
ment. An evaluation of the assessment notes that while it was ‘well appreciated’ by gate-
keepers within the energy sector, it had ‘no influence on the electricity sector reform’.116

A key factor affecting policymaking was the process of accession to the European Union,
which ‘determined’ socio-economic reform priorities. In this context, the ‘influence and
leverage’ of the government directorate leading the assessment was ‘limited’.117

Conclusion

Relying on economic ways of thinking and economic policy devices to shape the cognitive
infrastructure for evaluating economic reforms in human rights terms is double-edged. On
the one hand, it provides an opening for collaboration, one which spurs us to ‘reformulate
the whole debate, through a basic refusal to accept some evidently false premises’, without
which ‘we will never win it’.118 As Chang concludes, ‘[i]n this reformulation the combi-
nation of economic discourse with legal discourse is essential, and, within this combi-
nation, the merging of certain heterodox economic viewpoints and progressive strands
of human rights will similarly be crucial’.119 On the other, it risks allowing room for a
series of propositional assumptions and evaluative tools riddled with bias that systemati-
cally disregard the value of rights and produce policy recommendations that undermine
rights concerns.

The way evidentiary challenges are addressed in the emerging field of human rights
impact assessments remains limited. Assessments are seen as a way to improve evi-
dence-based policymaking. But, as Parkhurst cautions, evidence-based policymaking is
an ‘extremely malleable’ term that gives ‘no obvious indication of which evidence is the
right evidence upon which to base particular policies’.120 For impact assessments to
advance the goals of the Guiding Principles, closer attention needs to be paid to the pol-
itical dynamics at play in shaping the methodologies through which evidence is created,
selected and interpreted. If it is not, neoclassical economics could easily come to dominate,
with the result that assessments get co-opted and narrowed into a technocratic box ticking
exercise, stripping out political context and local concerns or justifying policies which limit
rights as ‘welfare enhancing’.

In certain respects, heterodox economists and socioeconomic rights activists and scho-
lars have fought similar battles. For human rights scholars and activists, the Guiding Prin-
ciples challenge them to articulate economic harms in human rights terms that can then be
used to shape economic policy. For heterodox economists, the imperative to audit econ-
omic reforms according to human rights standards opens up space for contesting econ-
omic orthodoxies. The orthodoxy of efficiency, in particular, has had devastating
consequences – as COVID-19 has laid bare. A rights-based approach, which values
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resilience over efficiency, means explicitly designing economics that can protect everyone
in worst-case scenarios.

As the economic fallout of the global coronavirus pandemic unfolds, conversation
between economics and human rights is more important than ever and the Guiding Prin-
ciples advance this considerably. This conversation pushes the disciplines of economics
and human rights in positive directions. Despite all its pretence, economics is not ethically
neutral and the avowed absence of any normative foundation serves to reinforce the econ-
omic status quo. But human rights should not strive to be economically neutral either.
While a range of economic policies may allow for rights fulfilment, this is not true of
all possible policy choices. Importantly, not all forms of economic analysis will assess
these policies in the same way.
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